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Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the
greatest books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any
age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the
dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of
schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far
from civilization they can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as strange
howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed
from reality as the hope of being rescued.
BY NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR H.M. WARDBOOK #1 IN THE
BESTSELLING DEMON KISSED SERIES"I have not been this enraptured by a novel since I
read Karen Marie Moning's Fever Series. It's that good." - KrisSeventeenth birthdays aren't
supposed to suck, but mine does. Literally. Before I know what's happened a guy knocks me to
the ground and tries to suck out my soul. With a kiss. That's all it takes with his kind. This next
part is embarrassing--I thought this guy was my boyfriend. Screw that, I thought he was
human, but those creepy, blood red eyes suggest I was mistaken.This is it, the end of my
sucktacularly short life--killed by a creature that's half vampire, half demon, and smokin' hot.
Killed by a kiss. It sounds poetic until it happens to you.The world fades to black, but just as I
accept my fate, someone saves me. At least I think he saved me, because I'm still alive. It isn't
until much later that I learn what really happened and exactly what it cost me.496 Pages, 3rd
Edition.Young Adult Paranormal Romance.BESTSELLING DEMON KISSED SERIES
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ORDER:1. Demon Kissed2. Cursed3. Torn4. Satan's Stone5. The 13th ProphecyADDITIONAL
DEMON KISSED BOOKS:VALEFAR VOLUMES (Demon Kissed Novellas)1. Valefar Vol. 12.
Valefar Vol. 2
Years before, a gateway opened between their world and ours. Sending one young woman
through may be the key to survival for the kingdom of Fourline. Strapped for cash, college
student Natalie Barns agrees to take a job at a costume shop. Sure, Estos--her classmate who
works in the shop--is a little odd, but Nat needs the money for her tuition. Then she stumbles
through the mysterious door behind the shop--and her entire universe transforms. Discovering
there's far more to Estos than she ever imagined, Nat gets swept up in an adventure to save
his homeland, an incredible world filled with decaying magic, deadly creatures, and a noble
resistance of exiled warriors battling dark forces. As she struggles with her role in an epic
conflict and wrestles with her growing affection for a young rebel, Soris, Nat quickly learns that
nothing may go as planned...and her biggest challenge may be surviving long enough to make
it home.
In Hollywood's underworld of demigods, druids, and ancient bonds, one girl has a dangerous
future. Sage is eighteen, down on her luck, and struggling to survive on the streets of Los
Angeles. Everything changes the night she's invited to a party--one that turns out to be a trap.
Thrust into a magical world hidden within the City of Angels, Sage discovers that she's the
daughter of a Celtic goddess, with powers that are only in their infancy. Now that she is of age,
she's asked to pledge her service to one of the five deities, all keen on winning her favor by
any means possible. She has to admit that she's tempted--especially when this new life comes
with spells, Hollywood glam, and a bodyguard with secrets of his own. Not to mention a prince
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whose proposal could boost her rank in the Otherworld. As loyalties shift, and as the two men
vie for her attention, Sage tries to figure out whom to trust in a realm she doesn't understand.
One thing is for sure: the trap she's in has bigger claws than she thought. And it's going to take
a lot more than magic for this Celtic demigoddess to make it out alive.
An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller and a USA Today and Indie Bestseller! The
Stormlight Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon
Sanderson's #1 New York Times bestselling Oathbringer, from an epic fantasy writer at the top
of his game. After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar
Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal war. Neither side
has gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian
looms over every strategic move. Now, as new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s
scholars begin to change the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and dangerous
operation. The arms race that follows will challenge the very core of the Radiant ideals, and
potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was once the heart of their strength. At
the same time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with his changing role within the
Knights Radiant, his Windrunners face their own problem: As more and more deadly enemy
Fused awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond with humans to increase
the number of Radiants. Adolin and Shallan must lead the coalition’s envoy to the honorspren
stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the cause against the evil
god Odium, or personally face the storm of failure. Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson
The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer
(Novella) Oathbringer Rhythm of War The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The
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Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law
Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels
Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The
Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Aidan O Linn s childhood ended the night he saw a demon kill his mother and mark his sister,
Ava, with Darkness. Since then, every three years the demons have returned to try to claim
her. Living in the gritty, forgotten corners of Los Angeles, Aidan has managed to protect his
sister, but he knows that even his powers to fight demons and speak dead languages won t
keep her safe for much longer. In desperation, Aidan seeks out the help of Sid, the enigmatic
leader of a group of teens who run LA Paranormal, an Internet reality show that fights demons
and ghosts. In their company, Aidan believes he s finally found a haven for Ava. But when he
meets Kara, a broken girl who can spin a hypnotic web of passionate energy, he awakens
powers he didn t know he had?and unleashes a new era of war between the forces of Light
and the forces of Darkness. With the fate of humanity in his hands, can Aidan keep the
Darkness at bay and accept his brilliant, terrifying destiny?"
"A novel of court intrigue and action-packed military adventure,"* Joanna Hathaway's Dark of
the West, is a breathtaking YA fantasy debut--first in the Glass Alliance series. A pilot raised in
revolution. A princess raised in a palace. A world on the brink of war. Aurelia Isendare is a
princess of a small kingdom in the North, raised in privilege but shielded from politics as her
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brother prepares to step up to the throne. Halfway around the world, Athan Dakar, the
youngest son of a ruthless general, is a fighter pilot longing for a life away from the front lines.
When Athan’s mother is shot and killed, his father is convinced it’s the work of his old rival,
the Queen of Etania—Aurelia’s mother. Determined to avenge his wife’s murder, he devises a
plot to overthrow the Queen, a plot which sends Athan undercover to Etania to gain intel from
her children. Athan’s mission becomes complicated when he finds himself falling for the girl
he’s been tasked with spying upon. Aurelia feels the same attraction, all the while desperately
seeking to stop the war threatening to break between the Southern territory and the old
Northern kingdoms that control it—a war in which Athan’s father is determined to play a role. As
diplomatic ties manage to just barely hold, the two teens struggle to remain loyal to their
families and each other as they learn that war is not as black and white as they’ve been raised
to believe. “Heart-pounding . . . will leave the reader wanting more.”—*#1 New York Times
bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
EDWARD M. ERDELAC, Author of Andersonville, Monstrumführer, The Van Helsing Papers,
and The Merkabah Rider series presents his first collection of short fiction, spanning nearly a
decade of fishing in the sunless depths of the imagination, some brought to light here for the
first time. A frontiersman of bizarre pedigree is peculiarly suited to tracking down a group of
creatures rampaging across the settlements of the Texas Hill Country..... A great white hunter
is shaken to his core by a quarry he cannot conceive of.... A bullied inner city kid finds the
power to strike back against his tormentors and finds he can't stop using it.... Outraged
plumbing plots its revenge.... Here Blackfoot Indians hunt the undead, the fate of nations is
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decided by colossal monsters, a salaryman learns the price of abandoning his own life, and
even the Angel of Death tells his story. EIGHTEEN 'CATCHES' FROM AN ANGLER IN
DARKNESS

The winding road of fate unfolds … In the last days of the Silver Age, the tyrant god Zeus
takes whatever and whomever he wants with impunity. He has already torn Pandora
from one home and now he threatens to destroy another. When he turns his wrath upon
Atlantis, Pandora flees with the Titan Prometheus. Despite her bitterness, Pandora
finds a friendship she never imagined possible. But Zeus is not done with Prometheus,
and what Pandora will face next will make all she has endured pale in comparison. But
Pandora has considerable gifts of her own, not least her cunning mind. When Zeus
binds Prometheus, Pandora swears to turn all those gifts toward bringing Zeus down
and saving her one true companion. A dark fantasy, gritty retelling of Greek mythology
by mythic fantasy author Matt Larkin.
Genly Ai is an ethnologist observing the people of the planet Gethen, a world
perpetually in winter. The people there are androgynous, normally neuter, but they can
become male ot female at the peak of their sexual cycle. They seem to Genly Ai alien,
unsophisticated and confusing. But he is drawn into the complex politics of the planet
and, during a long, tortuous journey across the ice with a politician who has fallen from
favour and has been outcast, he loses his professional detachment and reaches a
painful understanding of the true nature of Gethenians and, in a moving and memorable
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sequence, even finds love...
Named a Most Anticipated Book of Fall 2021 by The New York Times, USA Today,
Vulture, The Week, and more! “There’s some kind of genius sorcery in this novel. It’s
startlingly original, hilarious and harrowing by turns, finally transcendent. Watkins writes
like an avenging angel. It's thrilling and terrifying to stand in her wake.” —Jenny Offill,
author of Dept. of Speculation and Weather A darkly funny, soul-rending novel of love
in an epoch of collapse—one woman’s furious revisiting of family, marriage, work, sex,
and motherhood. Since my baby was born, I have been able to laugh and see the funny
side of things. a) As much as I ever did. b) Not quite as much now. c) Not so much now.
d) Not at all. Leaving behind her husband and their baby daughter, a writer gets on a
flight for a speaking engagement in Reno, not carrying much besides a breast pump
and a spiraling case of postpartum depression. Her temporary escape from domestic
duties and an opportunity to reconnect with old friends mutates into an extended romp
away from the confines of marriage and motherhood, and a seemingly bottomless
descent into the past. Deep in the Mojave Desert where she grew up, she meets her
ghosts at every turn: the first love whose self-destruction still haunts her; her father, a
member of the most famous cult in American history; her mother, whose native spark
gutters with every passing year. She can’t go back in time to make any of it right, but
what exactly is her way forward? Alone in the wilderness, at last she begins to make
herself at home in the world. Bold, tender, and often hilarious, I Love You but I’ve
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Chosen Darkness reaffirms Watkins as one of the signal writers of our time.
When the inhabitants of a peaceful world are conquered by the bloodthirsty yumens,
their existence is irrevocably altered. Forced into servitude, the Athsheans find
themselves at the mercy of their brutal masters. Desperation causes the Athsheans, led
by Selver, to retaliate against their captors, abandoning their strictures against violence.
But in defending their lives, they have endangered the very foundations of their society.
For every blow against the invaders is a blow to the humanity of the Athsheans. And
once the killing starts, there is no turning back.
From the award-winning author of Legend of a Suicide: “A kind of modern fairy tail . . .
Vann’s novels are striking, uncompromising portraits of American life” (Kirkus
Reviews, starred review). David Vann’s dazzling debut Legend of a Suicide was
reviewed in over a 150 major global publications, won eleven prizes worldwide, was on
forty “best books of the year” lists, and established its author as a literary master. Now,
in crystalline, chiseled yet graceful prose, Aquarium takes us into the heart of a brave
young girl whose longing for love and capacity for forgiveness transforms the damaged
people around her . . . Twelve-year-old Caitlin lives alone with her mother—a docker at
the local container port—in subsidized housing next to an airport in Seattle. Each day,
while she waits to be picked up after school, Caitlin visits the local aquarium to study
the fish. Gazing at the creatures within the watery depths, Caitlin accesses a
shimmering universe beyond her own. When she befriends an old man at the tanks one
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day, who seems as enamored by the fish as she, Caitlin cracks open a dark family
secret and propels her once-blissful relationship with her mother toward a precipice of
terrifying consequence. “A blue-collar parable . . . [The character] looks back on her life
as a child looks into a tank, hoping to make sense of the world inside—a theme Vann
develops beautifully, creating a mysterious realm of the wintry American city.” —The
Guardian
The fate of humanity hangs in the balance as Aidan faces a crushing choice: give in to
the demands of the forces of Darkness in order to save his sister, Ava, or fight on the
side of good and risk losing her forever. With so much at stake and so little time, Aidan
rushes to finish assembling a team of Lights, other teens whose special abilities are
linked to his own. Meanwhile, Rebecca discovers that she's more than just a normal
teen and that the power awakening inside her may be stronger than she ever could
have imagined. As the city plunges into chaos and Aidan doubts his plan of attack,
Rebecca's newfound gift may tip the scale in the wrong direction. In this thrilling final
installment of the Dark Cycle series, will Aidan find the help he needs to release the
world from Darkness's grip? Or will he lose everything he's been desperately trying to
save, including his soul?
River of Dark Dreams places the Cotton Kingdom at the center of worldwide webs of
exchange and exploitation that extended across oceans and drove an insatiable hunger
for new lands. This bold reaccounting dramatically alters our understanding of
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American slavery and its role in U.S. expansionism, global capitalism, and the
upcoming Civil War.
A master storyteller, Stephen R. Donaldson established a worldwide reputation with his
unforgettable, critically acclaimed fantasy series The Chronicles Of Thomas Covenant.
Then, with The Real Story and Forbidden Knowledge, he launched a thrilling new
science fiction series. Now the galactic epic continues as humanity struggles against
the forces of ultimate evil—and its own dark nature. The stage is set for confrontation at
Billingate—illegal shipyard, haven for pirates and brigands, where every vice flourishes
and every appetite can be sated. Gateway to the alien realm of the Amnion, the
shipyard is a clearinghouse for all they require to fulfill their mutagenic plans against
humanity. It is here that the fate of Morn Hyland is to be decided amid a kaleidoscopic
whirl of plot and counter-plot, treachery and betrayal. As schemes unravel to reveal yet
deeper designs, Morn, Nick, Angus' lives may all be forfeit as pawns in the titanic game
played our between Warden Dios, dedicated director of the UMC Police, and the
Dragon, greed-driven ruler of the UMC. Here, the future of humankind hangs on the
uncertain fortune of Morn Hyland in a daring novel of epic power and suspense,
relentlessly gripping from first page to last.
A debut novel by a Nebula Finalist-winning writer finds Oriana Paredes, a spy secretly working
on behalf of the banned sea folk, accompanying her employer to Paris only to be abducted
beneath the ocean, where after witnessing her companion's brutal drowning she reluctantly
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partners with a psychic police consultant to investigate a series of sinister disappearances.
Original. 35,000 first printing.
First published in 1941, a classic portrait of a Soviet revolutionary who is imprisoned and
tortured under Stalin's rule finds him agonizingly reflecting on his ironic career under the
totalitarian movement.
After her parents died in a car accident when she was just a child, Evelyn Lakewood was left
alone in the world. Now grown up, she enrolls at Oxford University, where she begins to create
a new, stable life. But when she encounters Jared Calmburry, who she later discovers is an
orphan with his own tragic history, the equilibrium she was striving for is thrown off. Instantly
drawn to this mysterious stranger with the incredible blue eyes, and confounded by the
unusual events that occur whenever they meet, Evelyn resolves to investigate further. What
she finds will startle her beyond measure: an ancient legacy of magic, a centuries-old secret
society, and a foreboding legend with her and Jared at its center. As she follows a cryptic trail,
Evelyn will discover clues to her own painful past, answers she hadn't even been looking
for--and a passionate love she cannot resist despite the dangers it brings.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a
life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the
Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
The stunning sequel to instant New York Times bestseller, Wicked Saints Nadya doesn’t trust
her magic anymore. Serefin is fighting off a voice in his head that doesn’t belong to him.
Malachiasz is at war with who--and what--he’s become. As their group is continually torn
apart, the girl, the prince, and the monster find their fates irrevocably intertwined. Their paths
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are being orchestrated by someone...or something. The voices that Serefin hears in the
darkness, the ones that Nadya believes are her gods, the ones that Malachiasz is desperate to
meet—those voices want a stake in the world, and they refuse to stay quiet any longer. In their
dramatic follow-up to Wicked Saints, the first book in their Something Dark and Holy trilogy,
Emily A. Duncan paints a Gothic, icy world where shadows whisper, and no one is who they
seem, with a shocking ending that will leave you breathless. This edition uses deckle edges;
the uneven paper edge is intentional.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their
dreams of an easy life until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures
and strangles a farmer's wife.
Darkness BrutalSkyscape
'She is unique. She is legend' THE TIMES 'A tour de force' EVENING STANDARD 'A
wonderfully mordant analyst of human weakness' Martin Amis Earth, like the rest of the Known
Worlds, has fallen to the Shing. Scattered here and there, small groups of humans live in a
state of semi-barbarism. They have lost the skills, science and knowledge that had been
Earth's in the golden age of the League of Worlds, and whenever a colony of humans tries to
rekindle the embers of a half-forgotten technology, the Shing, with their strange, mindlying
power, crush them out. There is one man who can stand against the malign Shing, but he is an
alien with amber eyes and must first prove to paranoid humanity that he himself is not a
creature of the Shing.

Virginia St. George--of the dragon-slaying St. George dynasty--has the brains
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and bloodline that define her family's legacy, but she's never been good at
following in their footsteps. She doesn't have the powerful magic every St.
George is born with or the sword-wielding skills of the paladins--like her sister,
Celeste--who bravely combat their fire-breathing foes. Even worse, a past
tragedy has left Virginia with a crippling fear of dragons...and facing arranged
marriage to an aging nobleman eager for heirs. But when Celeste is kidnapped
by an infamous dragon clan, Virginia must make a daring rescue and defy the
fear that has tormented her for years. Virginia can't do it alone, and her only ally
is the notorious criminal she's freed from her family's dungeon. Who better to
guide her into the dragons' lair than one of their own? To save her flesh and
blood, Virginia will risk her life--even if her first quest proves her final undoing.
Initially rejected by Lovecraft's publisher, 'At The Mountains of Madness' is now
considered a classic of the horror genre. The disturbing, nightmarish story of a
journey through Antarctica and a discovery of secrets hidden in a frozen
mountain range has influenced writers and film-makers for decades.
Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King, is back with an epic YA
tale of ambition and love in The Shadows Between Us... “They’ve never found
the body of the first and only boy who broke my heart. And they never will.”
Alessandra is tired of being overlooked, but she has a plan to gain power: 1) Woo
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the Shadow King. 2) Marry him. 3) Kill him and take his kingdom for herself. No
one knows the extent of the freshly crowned Shadow King’s power. Some say
he can command the shadows that swirl around him to do his bidding. Others say
they speak to him, whispering the thoughts of his enemies. Regardless,
Alessandra knows what she deserves, and she’s going to do everything within
her power to get it. But Alessandra’s not the only one trying to kill the king. As
attempts on his life are made, she finds herself trying to keep him alive long
enough for him to make her his queen—all while struggling not to lose her heart.
After all, who better for a Shadow King than a cunning, villainous queen? “Tricia
Levenseller’s latest, The Shadows Between Us, is a decadent and wickedly
addictive fantasy, full of schemes and court intrigue, and delightful descriptions of
food, which I am always a fan of.” —Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! AS HEARD ON NPR MORNING EDITION
AND ON BEING WITH KRISTA TIPPETT “Katherine May opens up exactly what
I and so many need to hear but haven't known how to name.” —Krista Tippett, On
Being “Every bit as beautiful and healing as the season itself. . . . This is truly a
beautiful book.” —Elizabeth Gilbert "Proves that there is grace in letting go,
stepping back and giving yourself time to repair in the dark...May is a clear-eyed
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observer and her language is steady, honest and accurate—capturing the sense,
the beauty and the latent power of our resting landscapes." —Wall Street Journal
An intimate, revelatory book exploring the ways we can care for and repair
ourselves when life knocks us down. Sometimes you slip through the cracks:
unforeseen circumstances like an abrupt illness, the death of a loved one, a
break up, or a job loss can derail a life. These periods of dislocation can be lonely
and unexpected. For May, her husband fell ill, her son stopped attending school,
and her own medical issues led her to leave a demanding job. Wintering explores
how she not only endured this painful time, but embraced the singular
opportunities it offered. A moving personal narrative shot through with lessons
from literature, mythology, and the natural world, May's story offers instruction on
the transformative power of rest and retreat. Illumination emerges from many
sources: solstice celebrations and dormice hibernation, C.S. Lewis and Sylvia
Plath, swimming in icy waters and sailing arctic seas. Ultimately Wintering invites
us to change how we relate to our own fallow times. May models an active
acceptance of sadness and finds nourishment in deep retreat, joy in the hushed
beauty of winter, and encouragement in understanding life as cyclical, not linear.
A secular mystic, May forms a guiding philosophy for transforming the hardships
that arise before the ushering in of a new season.
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Akeela is no ordinary fifteen-year-old. She can see auras around living things and
can communicate with fairies. And the birthmark on her palm must be kept secret
from the witch, Tzmet, who hunts for her night and day, drying and eating fairies
for the power they contain. Akeela must accept her fate and give up on her
dreams-maybe even her life.
The forces of Light and Darkness have co-existed in a delicate balance for
hundreds of years ... until now. Even as the Night Watch polices the Dark
Others--among them vampires, witches and shape-shifters--a chain of
mysterious events triggers a dreaded, age-old prophecy: An immortal with
special powers will come to switch sides, shattering the balance and unleashing
an apocalyptic war unlike any the world has ever known.
Destiny and darkness collide in this romantic, sweeping new fantasy series from
New York Times bestselling author Sophie Jordan. Seventeen years ago, an
eclipse cloaked the kingdom of Relhok in perpetual darkness. In the chaos, an
evil chancellor murdered the king and queen and seized their throne. Luna,
Relhok's lost princess, has been hiding in a tower ever since. Luna's survival
depends on the world believing she is dead. But that doesn't stop Luna from
wanting more. When she meets Fowler, a mysterious archer braving the woods
outside her tower, Luna is drawn to him despite the risk. When the tower is
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attacked, Luna and Fowler escape together. But this world of darkness is more
treacherous than Luna ever realized. With every threat stacked against them,
Luna and Fowler find solace in each other. But with secrets still unspoken
between them, falling in love might be their most dangerous journey yet.
“Feist has a natural talent for keeping the reader turning pages.” Chicago SunTimes New York Times bestselling master fantasist Raymond E. Feist returns to
beleaguered Midkemia and its capital, Krondor, in At the Gates of Darkness, the
second volume in his enthralling DemonWar Saga of magic, war, and peril. An
author the Science Fiction Chronicle proclaims, “Without question one of the very
best writers of fantasy adventure practicing today,” Feist graces eager readers
with his most astonishing adventure yet. Feist fans, readers of Terry Goodkind,
George R. R. Martin, and Terry Brooks, and everyone, in fact, who loves superior
epic fantasy will not want to miss At the Gates of Darkness.
Against the backdrop of an ancient battle between the forces of Light and the forces of
Darkness, Aidan struggles to control the newly awakened and enigmatic powers that seem to
be his only hope for rescuing Ava, his little sister, trapped somewhere beyond the Veil. As he
gravitates to Kara, the beguiling and dangerously unstable girl who helped him realize his
abilities, a terrible mistake of fate is revealed that points him back toward Rebecca, whose role
is becoming more critical to the battle. And no matter what his heart wants, it might be too late
to stop the pieces already in motion. Without knowing the sacrifices that will be required of
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them, Aidan and his motley crew of friends--each with their own role to play--must face the
demon threat head-on. They're the only ones keeping the growing army of Darkness at bay,
and if they fail, the future of humanity could be lost.
"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is augmented by Blood Meridian,
since Cormac McCarthy is the worthy disciple both of Melville and Faulkner," writes esteemed
literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to the Modern Library edition. "I venture that
no other living American novelist, not even Pynchon, has given us a book as strong and
memorable." Cormac McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the brutal world of
the Texas-Mexico borderlands in the mid-nineteenth century. Its wounded hero, the teenage
Kid, must confront the extraordinary violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous cadre on an
official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely based on fact, the novel
represents a genius vision of the historical West, one so fiercely realized that since its initial
publication in 1985 the canon of American literature has welcomed Blood Meridian to its shelf.
"A classic American novel of regeneration through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy
can only be compared to our greatest writers."
WINNER of the 2013 Printz Award. In darkness I count my blessings like Manman taught me.
One: I am alive. Two: there is no two. In the aftermath of the Haitian earthquake a boy is
trapped beneath the rubble of a ruined hospital: thirsty, terrified and alone. 'Shorty' is a child of
the slums, a teenage boy who has seen enough violence to last a lifetime, and who has been
inexorably drawn into the world of the gangsters who rule Site Soleil: men who dole out money
with one hand and death with the other. But Shorty has a secret: a flame of revenge that
blazes inside him and a burning wish to find the twin sister he lost five years ago. And he is
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marked. Marked in a way that links him with Toussaint L'Ouverture, the Haitian rebel who twohundred years ago led the slave revolt and faced down Napoleon to force the French out of
Haiti. As he grows weaker, Shorty relives the journey that took him to the hospital, a bullet
wound in his arm. In his visions and memories he hopes to find the strength to survive, and
perhaps then Toussaint can find a way to be free . . .
"Freak. Witch. Crazy. Schizo. Ember Brycin has been called them all. She's always known
she's different. No one has ever called her normal, even under the best circumstances. Bizarre
and inexplicable things continually happen to her, and having two different colored eyes,
strange hair, and an unusual tattoo only contributes to the gossip about her. When the latest
school explosion lands her in a facility for trouble teens, she meets Eli Dragen, who's hot as
hell and darkly mysterious. Their connection is full of passion, danger, and secrets. Secrets
that will not only change her life, but what and who she is--leading her down a path she never
imagined possible. Between Light and Dark, Ember finds a world where truth and knowledge
are power and no one can be trusted. But her survival depends on finding out the truth about
herself. In her pursuit, she is forced between love and destiny and good and evil, even when
the differences between them aren't always clear. At worst, she will incite a war that could
destroy both worlds. At best, she will not only lose her heart but her life and everyone she
loves. Once the truth is out, however, there will be no going back. And she'll definitely wish she
could."--Back cover.
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most
peaceful time in human existence, drawing on psychological insights into intrinsic values that
are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable measure.
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The vile sorcerer Sidi plans to strike the kingdom a fatal blow, setting the murderous pirate
Bear upon the high seas in pursuit of the vessel that is transporting Midkemia's most holy
object; the Tear of the Gods. From this miraculous stone all magic power is believed to flow.
And if the Tear becomes the mage's trinket, the future will hold only terror, death and unending
night. For Squire James, Lieutenant William, and the able magician Jazhara, the race is on to
rescue the remarkable artifact. For all manner of dark creatures are gathering with one
unspeakable purpose: to breed the chaos that will hasten the destruction of Squire James and
his brave companions . . . and bring about the total corruption of the Tear of the Gods.
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